Topics for Term 1 will be as follows:

**Reception:** Introduction to basics (name, greetings, feelings, numbers, colours, Mardi Gras mask-making, Pâques, songs, games, dvds

**One:** Revision of basics, Mardi Gras masks, Pâques, AIM introduction with play, ‘La Poule Maboule’, and associated activities.

**Two:** French language and culture revision, AIM play, ‘La Poule Maboule’ and associated games, songs, dances.

**Three:** AIM play, ‘Les Trois Petits Cochons’ and accompanying activities.

**Four:** AIM play ‘Le Chat et La Lune’ and associated activities.

**Five:** AIM play ‘Comment Y Aller?’ and associated activities.

**Six:** Talking about Self and Correspondence with French Pen-pals

**Seven:** France-Australia Culture and Geography, Letter-writing, Oral testing of ‘Essential French Phrases’.